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ABSTRACT: A novel approach is presented for achieving an enhanced photo-
response in a few layer graphene (FLG) based photodetector that is realized by
introducing defect sites in the FLG. Fabrication induced wrinkle formation in
graphene presented a four-fold enhancement in the photocurrent when compared to
unfold FLG. Interestingly, it was observed that the addition of few multiwalled carbon
nanotubes to an FLG improves the photocurrent by two-fold along with a highly
stable response as compared to FLG alone.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Among the existing two dimensional materials, graphene is
gaining much importance due to its exceptional electrical,1

thermal,2 mechanical3 and optical4 properties that present its
potential for a variety of applications in the diverse areas of
electronics,5 sensors,6,7 optoelectronics,8 etc. Though graphene
is a semimetal, its band gap can be tuned by removing the
energetic degeneracy between the sublattices using several
methods such as electrostatic or chemical functionalization,
etc.9,10 Moreover, excellent optical properties like the
generation of high photocurrent (PC) are achieved using
various modification schemes,11−13 which provided a prospec-
tive efficient substitution for the existing photosensitive
materials.14,15 In the optical devices, photoresponsivity is an
important parameter for applications in optoelectronics,16

photodetectors17 and energy harvesting.18,19 Therefore, an
enhancement in the photoresponsivity and the analysis of
associated mechanisms have been attempted in several
theoretical20,21 and experimental22 studies. These studies reveal
that the possible mechanisms may include thermoelectric
effect23,24 due to the presence of temperature gradient and
carrier multiplication,21 and these characteristics are shown to
depend upon the number of layers in graphene.25 These
processes are contributed by various scattering phenomena like
electron−electron (e−e), electron−phonon (e−p) and pho-
non−phonon (p−p) scatterings. In order to enhance
interaction between the incident radiation and graphene,
some forms of defects have been introduced in the carbon
lattice. Many researchers have reported an improved photo-
responsivity using namely quantum dots,26,27 suspended
graphene,28 graphene plasmonics29,30 and graphene nano-
composites.31,32 A fundamental idea commonly suggested in
these studies is to generate more number of scattering sites in

order to reduce carrier recombination and facilitate continuous
channel for charge carriers, which would eventually enhance
and stabilize the PC. Although most of these studies are limited
to single layer and bi-layer graphene,25 few reports have also
recently focused on few-layer graphene (FLG).33 As reported
by Mak et al.,33 the stacked structure of the FLG can assist
achieving significant control over its electronic properties. A
recent study indicated that a change in the morphology of the
FLG could drastically improve the PC by introducing an
interlayer of titanium oxide in between the layered graphene
that reduces the charge recombination process, thus eliminating
the PC decay.34

In this work, for the first time an enhanced photoresponse
using a wrinkled graphene (WG) is observed when compared
to FLG and multi walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT)
dispersed on FLG (MWCNT-G). Wrinkling is an interesting
phenomenon ubiquitous to large area growth of graphene,
which can appear by many factors like during transfer process,35

as in our case. It has been shown theoretically36 and
experimentally37,38 that folding of graphene layers may lead
to different processes of electron transport and depending upon
the orientation of the fold it may be diffusive or through
interlayer tunneling.
The experiments were carried out on above-mentioned

samples namely FLG, MWCNT-G and WG for two instances;
saturation and cyclical exposures of infrared (IR) radiation. In
the case of saturation, IR was exposed until PC reaches a stable
value. In the case of cyclical exposure, IR was turned on and off
for an interval of 30 s for three cycles. Figure 1a illustrates the
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schematics of the FLG, MWCNT-G and WG placed between
the gold electrodes deposited onto the glass substrate. The left
schematic describes the FLG sample without wrinkles or
defects, whereas the middle schematic shows the MWCNT
dropcasted on FLG and the right image represents WG sample.
The scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the as-grown
graphene (a detailed growth procedure can be found in the
experimental section) transferred between the electrodes is
shown in Figure 1b and a dark contrast in the image shows an
edge of the FLG lying onto the gold electrode.
Raman spectroscopy was conducted to verify the quality of

the graphene. Figure 1c elucidates the Raman spectra of the
FLG, which depicts the appearance of G and 2D modes at 1588
and 2686 cm−1. To estimate the number of layers in graphene
the ratio of the G peak intensity and Si peak is calculated as
suggested in refs 39 and 40. The ratio IG/ISi was found to be
∼0.14, which indicates that the number of layers in our sample
is less than four.
Images d and e in Figure 1 illustrate SEM images of the

distribution of the MWCNT on FLG and WG in between the
electrodes, respectively. The presence of wrinkles in the
graphene is confirmed by Raman G-band mapping of the
WG as shown in the inset of Figure 1e, which reveals a sharp
difference in the color intensity. In the intensity map, green

color region shows the unfolded graphene, whereas the red and
yellow colors show the folded portion of the graphene.38

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the photo response during the saturation and
cyclical experiments on the FLG, MWCNT-G and WG
samples. The saturation and cyclical exposure observation
carried out on FLG are illustrated in panels a and b in Figure 2,
respectively. PC is shown to generate instantaneously as soon
as FLG is exposed to IR (Figure 2a). The value of maximum
generated PC depends on IR power and it increases with the
increase in the incident IR power. The maximum PC values are
781, 550, 284 and 112 nA at 200, 150, 100 and 65 mW,
respectively. Interestingly, the PC decreases after a prolonged
exposure (∼100 s) of IR radiation. From the experimental data
it is apparent that the decay rate of PC depends on the number
of incident photons and a higher decay rate is observed at
higher incident IR powers. Inset in Figure 2a shows a decay
curve obtained at 150 mW power that is fitted with two
different slopes; Slope-1 shows a fast cooling, whereas slope-2
illustrates a gradual cooling of photo generated carriers,41 the
overall response is fitted with the following relation to evaluate
the range for the time constants

α β= + +τ τ− −I e e At t
PC

( / ) ( / )1 2 (1)

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the different samples: left to right images are FLG, MWCNT-G and WG, respectively. (b) SEM image of the FLG
sample. (c) Raman spectra of the FLG. Inset shows Raman peaks of SiO2/Si substrate along with FLG Raman spectra. (d) SEM image of the
MWCNT-G sample shows the distribution of MWCNT on FLG. (e) SEM image of the WG shows the wrinkles on the FLG. Inset shows Raman G-
band intensity map at wrinkle-FLG interface.
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where IPC represents photocurrent, time constants τ1 and τ2 lie
between ∼5 ± 2 and ∼55 ± 3 s for all incident powers, A is a
constant and α, β values are dependent on the incident power
of the IR source. After decay, PC stabilizes to a saturation value
as is inferred in Figure 2(a) and this current stabilization is
clearly shown to depend on the IR power. In the saturation
state, the final PC reduces by 86, 61, 31 and 26% of the peak
value at incident IR powers of 200, 150, 100 and 65 mW,
respectively. Thus, it is clear that the percentage decay value
increases with the increase in the incident optical power. There
are several mechanisms for this decrease, which includes e−e,
e−p scattering,20 charge recombination,42 Auger recombination
and impact ionization.43 The explanation for the drop in PC
after a continuous IR exposure is difficult to state clearly, as
several of the aforementioned phenomena can coexist.
However, our results can clearly be correlated with an increase
in the temperature gradient20 within different layers of FLG,
which in the case of monolayer graphene is a direct function of
the laser power23 as Pin ∝ ΔT, where Pin is the incident IR
power and ΔT is the temperature gradient. However, in our
case since there is an increase in the number of layers, this
relation can be modified to Pin ∝ ΔT r where r is a function of
number of layers present in FLG, hence r > 1 in our case.
Therefore, for the higher incident powers (150 and 200 mW),

the electron may cool down quickly within a few picoseconds,44

whereas at lower power (65 and 100 mW), this cooling rate
decreases by the order of three.44 Fast relaxation of photo-
excited carriers is attributed to the e−e scattering,20 which
increases with increasing laser power. For the lower power
(lower temperature gradient), the acoustic phonon scattering is
dominant whereas for the higher power (higher temperature
gradient) it is optical phonon scattering,44 which contribute to
the charge recombination. Figure 2b illustrates a dependence of
PC generation on cyclical exposure of the incident radiation
when IR was exposed for a short period of time for 30 s only,
contrary to a prolonged exposure until saturation of PC. The
magnitude of maximum PC in all three cycles remains constant
for all the respective incident powers, which confirms the
photoelastic nature of the sample. At all incident powers during
IR exposure, PC decays and the decay rate is observed to
decrease with the lowering in IR power, as will be discussed
later.
MWCNT-G device is also tested for the saturation and cyclic

responses as are shown in panels c and d in Figure 2,
respectively. A higher PC is generated than FLG at all incident
powers, which remains constant for a prolonged (∼150 s) IR
exposure as opposed to the FLG device. In this case, the
generated PCs for 200, 150, 100 and 65 mW incident IR

Figure 2. Saturation and cyclical PC generation of (a, b) FLG sample, respectively; (c, d) MWCNT-G, respectively; (e, f) WG, respectively. Inset to
(a) shows the two different decay rates of the generated PC for 150 mW.
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powers were 1369, 869, 760 and 306 nA, respectively. These
values are two-fold higher than in the case of the FLG device;
This may be attributed to an increase in the photo carrier
generation sites due to random network of MWCNT. In this
case, the generated PC is collected and amplified by the
graphene layer, which is placed in between the metal electrodes.
A highly stable response can be ascribed to interconnected and
randomly dispersed MWCNT network onto the FLG that leads
to a higher absorption of incident photons,45 thus larger
number of photo generated carriers. The interface between the
MWCNT and the FLG provides a Schottky barrier potential of
∼0.09 eV.46 Thus, the generated excitons need much lower
energy to cross this barrier and hence largely contribute to PC.
Because MWCNT forms a random network onto FLG, it
lowers the rate of PC generation by 20 times as compared to
that of FLG to reach the saturation state, which can be
attributed to diffusive photoconduction in MWCNT.47 The
increase in the photo response of MWCNT-G can be given by
the expression in eq 2, which is a combination of an initial
experimental rise followed by saturation in PC

= +τI ke Bt
PC

( / )3 (2)

where k and B are constants, t is the time of exposure and τ3 a
time constant, calculated as ∼20 ± 2 s for all powers.
Figure 2d shows the cyclical measurements of PC for the

photoelastic response of MWCNT-G at all incident powers as
similar to that of FLG. However, PC is shown to increase
gradually during 30 s IR exposure, unlike FLG. A similar trend
can be observed at all incident powers. The maximum value of
PCs measured for the power of 200, 150, 100 and 65 mW are
889, 708, 237 and 140 nA, respectively. Thus, again a direct
relation between incident power and generated PC can be
elucidated.

Panels e and f in Figure 2 illustrate the photo response from
the WG device. The maximum generated PC for highest IR
power of 200 mW in WG is found to be two and four fold
higher than that of FLG and MWCNT-G devices, respectively.
It is worth noticing that the photo response decays after
reaching its maximum value at 200 mW unlike at lower powers.
These results suggest that the photo response of WG stabilizes
at its maximum value only upto 150 mW and then upon further
increasing the power it starts decaying possibly between 150 to
200 mW. At maximum power of 200 mW, PC reaches to its
peak value at 3756 nA and then decays to saturate at 1847 nA,
which is 49% of the maximum value. The maximum PCs
generated for the powers viz. 150, 100 and 65 mW are 2994,
983 and 524 nA, respectively and hence reveals a direct relation
between generated PC and the incident IR power.
The possible reason for the stable responses until 150 mW of

IR power can be attributed to an increase in the number of
graphene layer that leads to a gradual profile of the temperature
gradient across the sample unlike in the case of FLG, thus
minimizing the probability of optical phonon bottleneck and
eventually quenching of the photogenerated carriers.
The reversible photo response of WG is monitored through

cyclic exposure of IR radiation. Figure 2f confirms the photo
elastic response of WG. PC is shown to gradually increase and
reaches to a maximum value of 3441, 2712, 928 and 418 nA for
the incident powers of 200, 150, 100 and 65 mW, respectively,
within an interval of 30 s. Generation of higher PC in WG
presents an interesting aspect in analysis as it is composed of
folded layers of the FLG that present it as a three-dimensional
structure because of the increased thickness.38 This folding may
also induce some curvature that can change the bonding
configuration in graphene and hence affects its conductance.37

However, in the case of 200 mW power, it is possible that the

Figure 3. (a) Maximum PC generated during the saturation for different powers and samples. (b) Change in the PC during IR exposure of 30 s for
different powers and different samples. (c) Average photoresponsivity of different powers for the different samples (d) Comparison of the different
samples response during the saturation for the power of 150 mW.
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creation of excitons have overcome the number of unoccupied
electronic states available in the layered structure, leading to an
optical phonon bottleneck41 and hence causing a decay of PC
after reaching the peak value. Interestingly, unlike FLG, the
relaxation of excitons is not sudden but is revealed to occur
gradually because of an increased number of layers.
Figure 3a shows a comparison among the different graphene

devices during saturation experiment as mentioned earlier for
their maximum generated PC at different powers. It is
interesting to notice that at higher incident powers (>100
mW) among all three devices, WG shows a highly nonlinear
increase in PC, whereas the photo response from MWCNT-G
and FLG increases linearly with the increasing power.
Figure 3b illustrates a transient response of PC for an interval

of 30 s of IR exposure. It is clear that the WG and the
MWCNT-G reveal a rise in PC with an increase in IR power,
which is represented in positive transient PC in the graph.
However, the FLG showed decay in PC with an increase in

the incident IR power, which is demonstrated as negative PC in
the graph. It is illustrated in the figure that rise and decay of the
transient PC increases with the incident IR power. It is
elucidated that decay for the FLG and rise for the MWCNT-G
and the WG in transient PC is highest for 200 mW IR power.
Figure 3c shows a comparison of photoresponsivity of the

above-mentioned three devices during saturation experiment.
The WG shows a highest photoresponsivity followed by the
MWCNT-G and the FLG with a larger deviation. The reason
for this deviation could be related to a nonlinear increase in PC
with the incident power. Figure 3d reveals the saturation
pattern for three devices at 150 mW incident power to clearly
demonstrate a dependence of PC generation on the
morphology of the graphene. The FLG reveals a sharp rise
and then an exponential decay during IR exposure, whereas the
MWCNT-G and the WG illustrate a gradual increase and then
stabilization in the PC generation. A study on device speed on
all the three samples was performed and it is concluded that the
FLG reaches the maximum current value in 2.53, 2.96, 3.04 and
3.241 s; whereas for MWCNT-G it is 11.24, 44.44, 68.72 and
111.44 s and finally for the WG shows 26.56, 43, 123.5 and 56.6
s for 65, 100, 150 and 200 mW, respectively; these results
suggest that though FLG showed a less stability, a faster
response can be observed than both of the MWCNT-G and the
WG samples.

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, we report an enhanced and stable PC generated
by inducing defects in FLG using a very simple yet efficient
method. We experimentally studied the effects of wrinkles and
presence of MWCNT on the PC generation in FLG. The
presence of MWCNT on FLG enhances the stability but lacked
at photoresponsivity compared to that of the WG. Whereas the
WG was found to be highly efficient in both stability and
photoresponsivity except for higher power. The exact
mechanism of PC generation in WG is still unclear and
requires further study. However, the future work can be
directed towards engineering the wrinkles as well as density
variation of MWCNT or their alignment to enhance the PC
yield.

■ EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Graphene and Carbon Nanotube Growth Processes. FLG

was grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on copper (Cu)
substrate of area 1.2 cm2 with a thickness of 25 μm. Initially, the

reaction chamber was flushed with argon (Ar) gas flowing at 800 sccm
(standard cubic centimeters per minute) for 25 min, while the
temperature of the reaction chamber reaches to 980 °C. Thereafter,
the substrate was annealed for 1 h in the presence of Ar and hydrogen
(H2) gases flowing at the rates of 800 and 300 sccm, respectively.
Methane was injected into the chamber for 3 min to grow graphene
onto the substrate.

Bundles of MWCNT were grown by CVD and the growth process
involves the solution of toluene and ferrocene mixed in a 0.02 ratio
and this solution was then vaporized before reaching a reaction zone.
The reaction zone was maintained at 825 °C and the vaporized
solution was flown using Ar as a carrier gas flowing at a rate of 800
sccm.48 MWCNT were grown vertically (length 40 μm) on the silicon
dioxide substrate and were later scraped off from the substrate.

Fabrication of Graphene Photodetector. The gold electrodes
of 50 nm thickness with a separation of 90 μm were deposited on a
glass substrate by using radio frequency sputtering and then FLG was
transferred in between the electrodes. MWCNT were dispersed in a 10
ml of chloroform by sonicating 2.2 mg of MWCNT for 7 h. These
dispersed MWCNT were drop casted using microsyringe on FLG that
is already placed between the electrodes. Figure 1d illustrate SEM
image of the distribution of MWCNT on FLG in between the
electrodes. Wrinkles were formed during the transfer process of
graphene from the Cu substrate on to the middle of the metal
electrode gap. These wrinkles are evident from the SEM image shown
in Figure 1e.

IR Source and Electrical Measurements. Infrared (IR) laser
(Opto-Link Corporation Limited) of 1550 nm wavelength, whose
output was passed through an optical fiber of diameter ∼125 μm with
a core diameter of ∼8 μm; was used for the IR exposure to the
graphene samples. The PC measurements were carried out using
Agilent B1505A power device analyzer. Electrical measurements on
the samples were performed using the tungsten probes of tip diameter
20 μm.

Raman Spectroscopy and Mapping. The presence of FLG was
confirmed by Raman spectroscopy by using high-resolution Raman
and fluorescence spectrometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM). The
laser source of wavelength of 532 nm and power 0.2 mW was used for
spectroscopy study. Raman mapping using the same instrument with a
laser power of 0.5 mW characterized the wrinkles in the sample. The
mapping is carried out for the area of 10 × 10 μm2 with the distance
between the consecutive points as 1 μm.
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